ASSEMBLY I NSTR UCTI ONS FOR F2056/8+4, F2057/4+8+4

IMPORTANT:
TURN OFF THE POWER AT THE MAIN
FUSE OR CIRCUIT BREAKER BOX
BEFORE STARTING INSTALLATION.
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Carefully unpack and identify all parts
before assembly. Bulbs are not included.
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1. Spread open all arms so they are equally spaced
apart to each other.
2. Install a hex nut onto one end of long threaded
pipe leaving about 3/8" (10 mm) of thread
exposed. Screw same end of pipe into hickey
located at top of fixture. Then securely tighten
hex nut.
3. Slip down the notched center body and lock
arms into it's notches. Then lower the upper
column while making certain fixture wires are
carefully tucked inside of center body. Suggest
tucking the wires with winding motion around
the threaded pipe. Secure all together by
fastening a hex nut at top. And then install
finial.
4. Install fixture loop by screwing onto threaded
pipe located at top of upper column.
5. Screw bottom threaded pipe into coupler. Slide
notched cap over bottom threaded pipe and lock
arms into its notches. Then slide bottom cover
and secure all together with finial.
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6. Follow enclosed supplement installation
instructions for electrical and fixture
installation onto house outlet box. If you do not
have an outlet box at desired location to attach
the fixture than hire a qualified electrician to
create one.
7. Install glass shade onto fitters by fastening
counter ring onto threaded socket.
8. Install bulbs (not included). See relamping label
located near socket area for type and maximum
allowed wattage.
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